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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt five questions in all. The first question of 
Part-A is compulsory and consists of 10 short questions 
having 2 marks each. From Part-B, the candidates are 
required to attempt one question from each unit and

each question carries 15 marks.
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PART-A
(*TFT-3T) 

Compulsory Question 
( 3iPl<4l4 ¥FT)

1. (a) What is research proposal ?
(b) Differentiate between deduction and induction.
(c) Discuss problems encountered by researchers in India.
(d) What is the purpose of literature review?
(e) One tailed test.
(f) Nature of Business research
(g) Case study.
(h) Confidence level and significance level.
(i) Layout of the research report.
(j) F-test.
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PART-B 
(ITHT-*)

UNIT-I

2. What do you mean by research? Classify different types of 
research with the help of suitable examples.

3 3HW W 3f«f t? TPJERT W1W KRT

faftPf WR oT’ff'pT ^TRI

OR 
(3TW)

3. Describe the different steps involved in a research process, 

vita srfs^n 3 vnfarr tatari

UNIT-II 
(^-11)

4. List out the different methods of primary data collection and 
explain the purpose of every method.

TJcF5PT Vft faf*FT faW RJjft W
Wf faifa «FT <Mdl50J

OR 
(3TW)

5. Discuss the steps in designing the questionnaire.

fsff^FT RR ^TTT|
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UNIT-III
(jM-III)

6. Describe about the different scales.

te^FT Wtf Rlt W RftfRRI

OR (3TORT)

7. What do you mean by Sample Design? Discuss different 
types of sampling techniques with the help of suitable 
examples.

Tfcl^T WfiR 3 3RWT RRT ate t? *ft

WTRT ERI WFT MRiM'MH 4*41*1 Wltf RI RRf 

RftfRRI

UNIT-IV 
(^rf-iv)

8. Explain the meaning of analysis of variance. Describe briefly 
the technique of analysis of variance for one way and two 
way classifications.

RR1RT te^te”! RR 31«f WRI Rwfte W Rl R^fte 
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OR (3TW)

9. State the precautions in writing a research report.

Rite fW 3 RIRRlftef Rft WRI
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